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70’s Trend is Back

The 70’s trend is back, but with a twist.  The new trend is called Bohemian.  Bohemian is slighty differ-
ent from the 70’s look.  Theres not as much of patched denim, vests, or flower hopping children.  It is 
more eleegant and romantic.  The dresses are more loose and flowey.  There is a lot more lace envolved. 
There are a lot of flowers in the hair, not the traditional band of fabric wrapped around the head. Most 
bohemian fashions are more than the 70’s fashions.  Each fashion is unique in it’s own way, and both are 
very popular today.

Khaki is Back?!
Khaki hit the runway almost 40 years ago! It’s 
making a comeback in 2015.  It is very populaar 
again.  It is a staple piece.  The msot common 
Khaki iten is a army jacket.  They can be found 
on the runway or on a stay at home mom! This 
jacket can go with a fancier jacket or just going 
out to lunch with your friends! The model on 
the right is wearing an army green jacket with a 
grey shirt and a statement neaklace.  She is also 
wearing some black leggings and some awesome 
rocker boots.



70’s Trend is Back JUMPSUITS
Have you ever had one of those days where you’re all out of shirts and pants, but you don’t want to do 
laundry?  Try a jumpsuit! Now, I’m not talking about something a janitor would wear, I’m taking about 
something a Kardashian would wear!  Jumpsuits are very popular.  They are a one piece.  If you don’t 
want to wear a dress, but want something that is super easy for you, jumpsuits are for you.  They can be 
dressed down or up.  They are a staple for your spring wardrobe.  

Kim Kardashian walking the red      
capret in a leopard print jumpsuit. 

Ballerina Trend
Have you seen all the long tulle skirts lately? 
Have you thought that they looked like bal-
lerinas? You were right! Well, sort of.  Lots of 
designers are using ballerinas as their inspira-
tion.  Instead of ballet shoes however, the skirts 
are mostly paired with pumps, heels, or sandals.  
The ballerina trend tends to stay on the runway, 
but is making its way to everyday wear.



Kimonos
Kimonos are not just for Asian festivals anymore! They are a very stylish piece perfect for your spring 
wardrobe.  The new kimonos are a little different from the traditional kimonos.  The are usually made 
out of a thin material and are worn as a fashionable “jacket”.  They can be worn as a swimsuit cover-up or 
just a pretty piece in your outfit.  The kimono worn on the right is the more traditional kind.  The one on 
the right is the newer version.

Nautical Not just for sailors!
The nautical look is hitting the runways.  Oversized 
coats and yacht dresses are the main types of nautical 
fashion.  They are also cute sailor outfits.  They are 
mostly paired with cute boat shoes, such as Sperry’s, 
and sandals,  


